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Sizing type 
px    fixed

%     relative to baseline size

em   relative to baseline size

em=width of capital M

Relative sizes are easy way to keep hierarchy in
proportion and allow for flexible sizing.
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Sizing type 
Text usually has a default size of 16px.
Set relative units in relation to that default baseline.
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Measure 
Leading 
Margins 
Line breaks 
Emphasis 
Visual Hierarchy



Measure 

Watch the length of your lines.  
Long lines are hard to read.

Good range: 52-78 characters (including spaces)

p {

font-size: 14px;
max-width: 350px;

}

p {

font-size: 1em;
max-width: 35em;

}





Leading 

In HTML/CSS, leading is set with line-height

Good start: 2-5 px larger than text

p {

font-size: 14px;
line-height: 17px;

}



Margins 

Add margins after your text to pad it with whitespace.

Try to keep you baseline consistent by using consistent 
increments (x5 or x10 is easiest to remember):

p {

font-size: 15px;
line-height: 20px;
margin-bottom: 40px;

}



Margins 
Keep your text away from the edge of the browser.



Line breaks 

Hyphenation is possible to still not the norm on the web.

There is a hack that only works in some browsers  
More info: https://kenneth.io/blog/2012/03/04/word-wrapping-
hypernation-using-css/

p {

word-break: break-all; 
word-break: break-word;
hyphens: auto;

}

https://kenneth.io/blog/2012/03/04/word-wrapping-hypernation-using-css/


Line breaks 
You can also hint at where lines might break  
or words might hyphenate. <wbr>

<p>This is a sentence that includes a 
very long word like 
supercali<wbr>fragilisticex<wbr>pialido
cious.</p>

You can also make a soft line break with <br>

<p>This is a sentence that includes a 
very long word like<br> 
supercalifragilisticexpialidocious.</p>



Line breaks 
Or, you can enter a manual hyphen in HTML  
but that is useful in very few instances.

Place &amp; where you want a hyphen. The actual hyphen will 
always appear and the line will break if needed.

<p>This is a sentence that includes a 
very long word like 
supercali&amp;fragilisticex<wbr>pialido
cious.</p>



Visual Hierarchy 
Make sure you have clear hierarchy but don’t overdo it.

Alter one (or two at most) property about the text to
successfully control hierarchy.

Remember that H1-H6 are to be used for content hierarchy,  
not visual hierarchy.



Web Font Options 
Web safe fonts
Font service
Text-as-image

A font must be installed on a users machine for
them to be able to see it.

If you spec a font that they do not have, a default font
will show up (unless you tell it otherwise).



Web safe fonts 
Georgia 
Palatino  Linotype  
Times New Roman 

Arial 
Arial Black 
Comic Sans 
Impact 
Lucida Sans 
Tahoma 
Trebuchet MS 
Verdana 

Courier New 
Lucida Console



Font service 
Dynamically load a font for a user using a licensing service.

This enables a wider range of font choices.

Usually connect through a CSS <link>.

Web fonts increase load time.

Typekit is popular because it’s Adobe’s.

Google has free web fonts. 
(https://www.google.com/fonts)

https://www.google.com/fonts


Text-as-image 
Use very rarely
Only used when text is part of a graphic



• How do you set type sizes on screen? 

• What’s the ideal measure of a line of text? 

• How do you set leading? What’s a good size? 

• What is good pixels size for body copy? 

• What are some ways to control rag? 

• How can you specify fonts online?

What should you remember?


